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Abstract

This paper investigates the prosodic characteristics of French and English discourse markers according to their pragmatic meaning in context. The study focuses on three French discourse markers (\textit{alors} ['so'], \textit{ben} ['well'], and \textit{donc} ['so']) and three English markers (\textit{now}, \textit{so}, and \textit{well}). Hundreds of occurrences of discourse markers were automatically extracted from French and English speech corpora and manually annotated with pragmatic functions labels. The paper compares the prosodic characteristics of discourse markers in different speech styles and in two languages. The first comparison is carried out with respect to two different speech styles in French: spontaneous speech vs. prepared speech. The other comparison of the prosodic characteristics is conducted between two languages, French vs. English, on the prepared speech. Results show that some pragmatic functions of discourse markers bring about specific prosodic behaviour in terms of presence and position of pauses, and their F0 articulation in their immediate context. Moreover, similar pragmatic functions frequently share similar prosodic characteristics, even across languages.

Index Terms: prosody, pragmatics, discourse markers, F0 patterns

1. Introduction

Discourse markers are words that are used on a discursive or situational level instead of a referential or textual level. They convey a different pragmatic meaning depending on the context or discourse situation. There have been a great number of empirical studies wholly dedicated to this semantic-pragmatic phenomenon for the past decades (e.g., [1], [2], [3]). In order to understand them accurately, it is essential to study their pragmatic functions, that is the communicative goal they serve in discourse situations.

Some authors have studied different pragmatic functions of discourse markers and the ambiguity in their meanings as well as their disambiguation [4]. The multifunctionality and ambiguity of discourse markers often stem from their dependency on the context to define their meaning [5], [6]. In fact, not only discourse markers can have an almost infinite number of functions depending on context, but also different markers can share some of their meanings [7].

Prosody is frequently used in research on discourse or emotional speech due to the fact that it expresses a meaning going beyond the traditional semantic meaning [8], [9], [10]. However, the prosody of discourse markers has been relatively little studied, especially for the French language. Prosody can convey very important and useful information allowing to detect discursive and pragmatic meanings of these markers.

A few recent studies have found correlation between prosodic parameters of discourse markers and their usage [11], [12], [13]. According to these studies, prosodic information predicts successfully whether the word is used as a marker or a non-marker. For instance, discourse markers are often phonetically reduced or unstressed compared to the ‘standard’ usage of the same word not as a marker [14]. In addition, prosody can predict more specific pragmatic meanings of the marker in context. There are also a number of case studies on a specific discourse marker, on how prosody reflects this semantico-pragmatic change in a word [15], [16], [17].

In this study, we present a prosodic analysis of three French discourse markers (\textit{alors} ['so', 'then', 'well'], \textit{ben} ['well', 'right'], and \textit{donc} ['so', 'then']) and three English markers (\textit{now}, \textit{so}, and \textit{well}) according to their different pragmatic functions. As we observed in our previous studies on French discourse markers [18], [19], [20], [21], prosodic production of discourse markers depends on their pragmatic function in the context. The present study is focussed on a comparison between prosodic correlates of discourse markers with respect to pragmatic functions, firstly in different speech styles and secondly across different languages. The first comparison is conducted on French speech data between spontaneous and prepared speech. Then another comparison is conducted on prepared speech between French and English data.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the speech corpus, the annotation of the data and the prosodic features used. Section 3 compares the prosodic characteristics of the words under consideration between two speech styles (prepared vs. spontaneous) on the French data. Section 4 presents a comparison between French and English data on prepared speech, followed by the conclusion of the study.

2. Speech corpora and annotations

2.1. French and English corpora

Occurrences of the words studied, frequently used as discourse markers, were randomly extracted from French and English corpora. The French corpora cover various speech styles of different levels of spontaneity: ESTER2 [23], a corpus of radio broadcast news composed of prepared speech by journalists and some interviews, and the corpora of the project ORFEO [22] composed of a large variety of speech from storytelling to interviews and daily dialogues. They amount for several hundreds of hours of speech data. For English, the corpus TED-LIUM 3...
Table 1: Number of occurrences of discourse markers, and percentage of associated pragmatic function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pragmatic function</th>
<th>French–spontaneous</th>
<th>French–prepared</th>
<th>English–prepared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>alors</td>
<td>bon</td>
<td>donc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of items</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resuming</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hesitation</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parenthesis</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reformulation</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closing</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-response</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn-taking</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[24] was used. It is composed of 452 hours of speech, recordings of TED Talks. Manual transcriptions of these corpora were automatically aligned with the speech signal allowing us to locate the positions of the words.

As already stated, the words under study are: alors, bon, donc for French, and now, so, well for English. These words, often used as discourse markers, were chosen because they are frequent in our corpora, and thus we can expect to have enough data for a relevant and reliable analysis. For French, 500 to 1,000 occurrences were randomly extracted for each word studied, with a context of 15 words before and 15 words after so that it is possible to understand the meaning and function of the word in its context. Each word occurrence was annotated manually with labels indicating its usage: discourse marker (DM) or not (non-DM). The annotation was further refined for the discourse markers to determine their pragmatic functions. For most of the words, approximately 70% of their occurrences were identified as discourse markers. The same process was conducted for the English data, but only 200 occurrences were extracted for each word studied. The phonemic segmentation of the words of interest (i.e., the word under study, and its immediate left and right context) was manually verified and corrected where necessary.

2.2. Pragmatic functions of discourse markers

The semantic load of a word when used as a discourse marker is significantly lighter compared to the one used when used as a non-marker [1], [25]. A discourse marker conveys mainly pragmatic meanings in the discourse. Besides, more than one pragmatic meaning can be attributed to a discourse marker, depending on its context.

For each word under study, pragmatic function labels were chosen first according to the literature [26], [27], [28], [29], then were adjusted during the process of annotation to cover other pragmatic functions observed in our own speech data. Each discourse marker under study has from three to up to seven different pragmatic functions, and these functions can be shared among different discourse markers (cf. [21] for more information on the annotation process). Table 1 shows the number of occurrences that are used as discourse markers, and the frequency of each pragmatic function for each discourse marker. The table excludes infrequent labels and complex discourse marker usages (when more than one marker is used in combination, for instance "enfin bon"), which explains why the sum of the percentages in the table does not reach 100%. This is particularly the case for "bon" which is frequently used with other markers, probably due to its monosyllabicity.

In the remainder of the paper, we will limit the analysis to pragmatic functions that are shared by several discourse markers and appear frequently in both languages. The following are the pragmatic functions considered in this study, with associated examples ({transcription, where ‘+’ indicates the presence of a pause}, ‘file ID’, and [time interval]):

- **Introduction** (to introduce a new topic or start talking): {that's what color printers do i'll show you in a moment that's actually quite useful ++ now the next question that you would like to ask is what would you like to} "George-Whitesides_2009X" [386.955-395.960]
- **Conclusion** (to introduce a conclusion): {since been found in countless other + experiments around the globe from the us + to india +++ so + here's what i've learned ++ when it comes to poverty + we + the rich + should stop} "Rutger-Bregman_2017" [573.910-591.840]
- **Parenthesis** (to add a comment or an extra information): {like ok let's look at television so they looked at an episode of lost now i don't have a tv which makes me a freak but very} "Jenny8Lee_2008P" [744.995-749.985]
- **Resuming** (to continue a topic after a detour or a pause): {i've not yet done anything + to make any human being remember that i have lived ++ so fueled by that ambition he returned to the state legislature he eventually won a} "DorisKearnsGoodwin_2008" [216.735-226.345]

2.3. Prosodic parameters in question

In the following we will analyse the presence of pauses before or after the discourse markers, as well as the evolution of the fundamental frequency.

The presence of pauses before and/or after the discourse markers is determined from the phonetic alignments, that were obtained automatically, checked manually and corrected when necessary, with respect to the studied discourse markers and their immediate left and right contexts.

The fundamental frequency values (F0) have been computed using the RAPT algorithm [30] from the SPTK toolkit [31], which provides good F0 estimates in many conditions [32]. The F0 values have been converted into semi-tones, in comparison to the median F0 value of each speaker [33]. This allows a better interpretation of the F0 values with respect to the speaker’s theoretical vocal range, which extends from the median F0 value minus 6 semi-tones (half an octave below) to the median value plus 6 or 12 semi-tones (half an octave or an octave above). We analysed the F0 movements between the words under consideration and the stressed or potentially stressed vowels of their immediate contexts (i.e., previous and
following words). In French, we have considered the F0 value on the last (potentially stressed) vowel of the left context (w-1), on the last (potentially stressed) vowel of the word under consideration, and on the last (potentially stressed) vowel of the following word (w+1). In English, we have considered the F0 values on the stressed vowel of the left context (w-1), on the vowel of the word under consideration (all the English markers studied are monosyllabic), and on the stressed vowel of the following word (w+1). A vector quantisation procedure was then applied to all the data to extract representative patterns of F0 movements. Furthermore, patterns of difference in value of under 3 semi-tones were merged. Then the patterns were interpreted in terms of F0 movements (rising, plateau or falling) depending on whether the difference in the F0 values was larger than 3 semi-tones or not [34].

This led to a set of 15 patterns that are later denoted according to the F0 movements, and to the F0 level on the discourse markers. For example, ‘r’ H ‘p’ indicate a high F0 level on the word in question, rising from the left context, and plateau toward the right context. F0 values for frequently used patterns are reported in Table 3. In the examples reported, the notations for the slopes are ‘rr’ when rising more than 6 semi-tones, ‘r’ when rising more than 3 semi-tones, ‘p’ when it is a plateau and ‘f’ when falling. The F0 level on the words in question is denoted ‘H’ for high (more than 3 semi-tones above median value), ‘Mh’ for medium-high (about 1 semi-tone above median value), ‘M’ for median value, and ‘L’ for low, (lower than 3 semi-tones beneath median value).

Table 3: F0 values (compared to speaker’s median F0 value) for frequently obtained F0 patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>No. of items</th>
<th>F0 on w-1</th>
<th>F0 on w</th>
<th>F0 on w+1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rrH-p</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rH-f</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-Mh-p</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fM-p</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r-M-p</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>-4.9</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-M-p</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-Mrr</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-L-r</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Impact of speaking style

The first set of comparisons concerns the behaviour of the prosodic parameters according to the speaking style, that is spontaneous speech vs. prepared speech in French.

3.1. Pauses before and/or after discourse markers

The presence of pauses immediately before and after the words under study is detailed in Table 2. The table shows the number of occurrences of the words used as a non-marker, and then those of each pragmatic function when used as a discourse marker. Regarding the presence of pauses, there are four possible contexts: no pause (neither before nor after), a pause before only, a pause after only, and a pause before and after.

The first observation we can draw from the table is the difference of pause occurrences between the usage of the word as non-DM (i.e., with its original lexical meaning) and the usage of the word as a discourse marker. Non-DM are most frequently accompanied by an absence of pause, both before and after the word.

When the words are used as discourse markers, for most of the cases, there are frequent occurrences of pauses, mainly before the discourse marker, and to a smaller extent before and after the discourse marker. Overall, pause occurrences are quite similar between spontaneous speech and prepared speech for the discourse markers ‘alors’ and ‘bon’. ‘bon’ was never used to introduce a conclusion in prepared speech, whereas it was used for that in spontaneous speech with a pause before, and also after it. However, significant differences are observed for the discourse marker ‘donc’. For the pragmatic function ‘Introduction’, ‘donc’ is almost always produced without a pause in prepared speech, whereas a pause before is the prevalent case in spontaneous speech. We observe a somewhat similar behaviour for the pragmatic functions ‘Conclusion’ and ‘Parenthesis’, but the difference in the presence of pauses before, between prepared and spontaneous speech, is much smaller.
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3.2. F0 articulation with left and right contexts

Table 4 reports the frequency of the most frequently observed F0 patterns on French spontaneous and French prepared speech and English prepared speech, when there is no pause, neither before, nor after the word. The F0 values of the patterns are reported in Table 3.

‘Falling-median-plateau’, ‘rising-median-plateau’ and ‘plateau-median’ are frequent patterns for French words when not used as discourse markers, and even more frequent in spontaneous speech.

For the French language, and for the pragmatic function ‘Introduction’, the frequency of the F0 patterns is similar in spontaneous speech and prepared speech. This is almost the same for ‘Conclusion’ if we accumulate the frequencies of occurrences of the ‘falling-median-plateau’ and ‘rising-median-plateau’ patterns. For ‘Parenthesis’, the ‘plateau-median-plateau’ pattern is more frequently used in spontaneous speech.

Due to lack of space, we will not report results on patterns observed when there is a pause before, and when only the F0 articulation with to the right context is considered.

4. Comparison between the two languages

In this section, we compare the prosodic characteristics of our discourse markers in French in English.

4.1. Pauses before and/or after discourse markers

Table 2 shows no significant differences between the English and the French words when the words are not used as discourse markers. In this case, most of the time, there is no pause, neither before, nor after the words under consideration.

When the English words are used as discourse markers, the presence of a pause before becomes the dominant pattern for all the pragmatic functions considered. And in a significant number of cases there is also a pause after the discourse markers.

Overall the pause occurrences for the three English discourse markers are rather similar to what is observed for the French discourse markers ‘alors’ and ‘don’.

The frequent presence of pauses around the discourse markers studied in both languages shows their relative syntactic independence highlighted by prosodic means. Indeed, when the semantic load of these words is maintained, they are more prosodically anchored, occurring in non-separated intonation groups whereas they frequently occur in independent intonation groups when used as discourse markers.

4.2. F0 movements with respect to immediate context

Comparison between F0 patterns in French and English prepared speech is reported in the last two columns of Table 4.

When the word is not used as a discourse marker, median F0 level is frequently observed in both languages.

When a discourse marker has the pragmatic function ‘Introduction’, the pattern ‘rising-High-falling’ is very frequent in English, whereas it is less frequent in French. For ‘Conclusion’ and ‘Parenthesis’, the ‘plateau-median-high-plateau’ pattern is almost never used in French data, but frequently used in English.

A similar case is observed for the ‘plateau-Median-rising-rising’ pattern for the pragmatic function ‘Parenthesis’.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have analysed the prosodic characteristics of 6 words frequently used as discourse particles in French and in English. Prosodic characteristics are compared between two speaking styles, spontaneous speech vs. prepared speech, on the French data. Moreover, on prepared speech, prosodic characteristics are compared between French and English discourse markers. We have focused our analysis on the presence of pauses before and/or after the words under consideration, and on the F0 patterns and their articulation with the immediate, left and right contexts. The analysis has been carried out on several hundred of occurrences that have been randomly extracted from large speech corpora.

With respect to the presence of pauses around the words, the analysis shows significant differences between words keeping their lexical meaning (i.e. not discourse markers) with very few occurrences of pauses observed, and words used as discourse markers where pauses are frequently observed before and also sometimes after the words. This is true in both speaking styles and in both languages. Some differences in pause occurrences are observed between spontaneous speech and prepared speech, but differences are smaller in prepared speech across the two languages.

F0 patterns with respect to immediate left and right contexts have also been analysed and compared between speaking styles and languages. The usage of some patterns appears to be language specific, although many patterns are frequently used in both languages.
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